tested and certified

Taking national, European or international
standards (NEN, EN or ISO) as a starting point
we offer you tailor-made security which fulfils all
your requirements.

the best
in structural
security

At aalbers|wico we use the following standards:

Intruder resistance
Through the use of our own unique test centre, a part
of our R&D department, we can offer you certainty.
We are able to carry out every test possible in extreme
situations.

NEN 5096 | EN 1627-1630 | EN 356 | ISO 16936

Ballistic resistance
EN 1522 | EN 1063

Blast resistance
EN 13123 | EN 13124 | EN 13541
GSA (US) | ISO 16933 | ISO 16943

Fire resistance
NEN 6069/EN 13501 | NEN 6075
EN 1634 | EN 1364

incident

test

Thinking in solutions. That is the
strength of aalbers|wico. We’ve been
doing this for almost fifty years already!
Those solutions are nevertheless very
varied.

ARC
EN 50518

Since it was established in the
1960’s, Aalbers has grown to become
a versatile group of companies with a
total floor area of more than 15,000 m2.
The various divisions and sister
companies specialise in metal
products, shop and project fitting,
doors and biometric identification and
security systems.

intruder resistance

Molenstraat 18
3927 AC Renswoude, Holland
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+31 318 57 14 11
+31 318 57 39 07
info@aalberswico.nl
www.aalberswico.nl

contact us and make
an appointment for a
personal introduction
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a secure environment

recognise our expertise

The correct balance in security

Integrity and quality

Advanced technology

We distinguish ourselves by our expertise and are at home in many markets:

Our knowledge of certification and
standards serves as a guide to
guarantee our quality. Training such
as DHM Security Management,
Security & Technology and IRIS
form a thorough basis for this. We
understand our profession. The
integrity and quality of the company
is constantly tested by renowned
notified bodies.

Our security solutions are often very
well thought-out structures which are
far and above the standard. We make
use of certified materials such as
WGS® and DGS® steel, composites
and glass. Through our wide
experience and materials expertise
we are able to create innovative and
well thought-out structures.

•

museums

No more than necessary

•

embassies

•

alarm centres

•

security services

•

financial institutions

•

high-security buildings

Security is important, but excessive
security is undesirable. Based on
the Programme Requirements we
develop the structural security which
offers sufficient protection against the
calculated risks.

•

the petrochemical industry

You want to offer people or property a
secure environment. A thorough risk
analysis is the starting point for this.
How great is the likelihood of an
attack, explosion or other threat?
Adequate security requires a well
thought out path in which all aspects
are fine-tuned with each other so that
they reinforce each other. The correct
balance between OSE (Organisational,
Structural, Electronic) security
measures and ICT is essential.

security is
a specialised field

security at
the right
level

Structural security occupies the most
important position in providing the
correct delay between the moment of
detection, alarm and their
consequences.

Where security risks are
involved
aalbers|wico is very well known
nationally and internationally as the
specialist in structural security.
We provide specialised solutions
which - if the situation demands it
- are resistant to the greatest risks.

Aesthetically pleasing
By involving us at an early stage in
the path, many clients have already
benefited from the correct balance
in their security. Your investment
provides the greatest return when all
aspects of security are in balance.

This sometimes involves standard
security, but often involves extreme
risks. In situations in which nothing
can be left to chance, aalbers|wico
goes further than the normal
standards and regulations.

You want to secure your property or
collection but you also want to give
an aesthetically pleasing and
hospitable appearance. We see it as
our challenge to integrate security
in your premises as discretely as
possible. We have wide experience in
providing security for properties with
monumental heritage.

outstanding
invisible
security

We translate our clients’ wishes into the right protection against real
risks. aalbers|wico develops and supplies custom made security against
burglary, bullets, explosions and fire, all of which can be combined to create a

Benefit from the best solutions

We would like to refer you to our state of the art projects
however discretion is extremely important to us

single solution. And we construct our structural security products in such a way
that they can all withstand real attacks.

doors | walls | counters | sliding and raising windows | entrances | facades | compartments | secondary windows

3D-design

programmes

